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SAMPLE REPORT

RELATIONSHIP & COMPATABILITY ANALYSIS

Dear Ms. PB,
THANKS FOR CHOOSING http://www.astroconsultants.in/ and trusting us with your query and allowing
me to do the reading on your unique horoscope on the subject of RELATIONSHIP & COMPATABILITY
ANALYSIS.
We have prepared a relationship analysis report:
Name :
Dob
:
Btime
:
Gender :
Bcity
:
Bstate :
Bcountry :

R
May 00, 19XX
15 Hrs.-20 Min.
Female
Chennai
Tamilnadu
India
With

Name :
UK
Dob
: November 00, 19XX
Btime
:
10 Hrs.-10 Min.
Gender :
Male
Bcity
:
Hyderabad
Bstate :
Andhra Pradesh
Bcountry :
India
I)

Mr. U K is a practical, reliable, calm and patient. He has a remarkable power of endurance,
persistence but is expected to be rigid in out look.
Yet his nature is very loving, attentive, gentle and placid. He is blessed with qualities such as
ambitious, artistic, sensuous, trustworthy, warm-hearted. As a result, he is liberal in gifts, fond of
pleasure, love, beauty and music. He is of sacrificing and forgiving disposition.
Mr. U K is strong willed, industrious, self-reliant with remarkable power of endurance. At appropriate
times he is cautious, careful and prudent. He is extremely passionate, liberal at heart, does not retain
anger for long.
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II) Ms. R is expected be a confident, forceful personality, having qualities like committed, loyal,
discerning, determined, speak after weighing words and intelligent.
She may have good social contacts, have independent opinions but won’t clash with those having
opposite ones. She is not likely to easily make friends but once made, become very intimate in a
short period. Ms. R may also be one who is materialistic, emotional, powerful feelings, occupies good
position in service, intense and dynamic in romance, generous disposition, self-critical, probing,
penetrating and protective. Generally calm and quiet but lose temper when aroused
Mr. U K may be drawn to Ms. R because of she being committed, loyal, imaginative, good writer and
conversationalist, generous, sensual, appreciates luxury, loves fine arts and dancing, compassionate,
high power of concentration, dynamic, magnetic, sensual.
From Ms. R’s perspective, Mr. U K is having good stamina, virtuous, skilful, intelligence, high intuitive
powers and living life to full.
III) On the mental level: Although the two of them have many basic differences in their mental levels,
nevertheless, they are compatible and able to complement each other. The two of them are opposites
in many ways. Mr. U K instinctively knows how to share, blend with, and harmonize with people, while
Ms. R is more self-reliant and assertive, and often rather inconsiderate of others' needs and desires.
Ms. R instinctively takes charge and tends to run the show, while Mr. U K is often the conciliator and
compromiser. Mr. UK depends a great deal on others' approval, often lacks a strong sense of
confronting criticism from opposite direction, while Ms. R has stronger preferences and less
willingness to accommodate others. Also, Ms. R is rather impulsive and volatile, and is prone to
outbursts of temper, while Mr. UK is more rational and often avoids unpleasant emotions, especially
anger.
IV) As per traditional analysis, followed over the last few hundred years, below is the analysis based on
your Moon sign and Nakashatra:
1. Mental compatibilityMental compatibility is average but yes you both have great
opportunities to get betterment in this aspect of relationship as You enjoy discussing You kindle
each other's imagination and ideals. You work together well in the arts and in humanitarian areas.
You have a strong intuitive and often understand each other without need for words. More than
that There is desire to know each other give importance to each other’s views that is making this
compatibility more interesting.
2. Wealth- Compatibility is average / medium good for wealth. So there are average points for
wealth. It’s not so bad so there is scope to make it better. You can improve your luck with creating
harmony around and wealth can be managed by proper plans and managed expenses.
3. Sexual- there is some good energies and that creates spark in this aspect .When the two of you

disagree, Mr. UK is the harmonizer and peace-maker, faster to restore the affection and attraction
between you, and less inclined to focus on your differences, while Ms. R wants to clear the air, get
everything out into the open, and is more apt to force issues Ms. R’s openess is appreciated by Mr.
UK. If they spend much time together, this can be a emotional relationship.
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4. Children- This indicates a very similar mental viewpoint and an ease in between the two of them.

There is a spontaneous comprehension of each other. Very favorable in the overall picture.
5. Values and instincts - There is combination which produces similar values; however, there is
often a lack of real emotional compatibility and mutual consideration. In a romantic or marital
relationship, sexual jealousy and possessiveness can be a problem. This is a difficult aspect for
close personal relationships, but it is often present in them because of the high degree of sexual
compatibility it generates at the outset of the relationship.
6. Instincts are favorable -They enjoy each other's company, and may share many common ideals
and values. There you have ease in your relationship, some ups and down can be there but all
will be manageable. Although many of their personal tastes and habits are different, they rarely
conflict with each other. Both of them are able to accept each other's personal habits and
idiosyncrasies, without feeling like you must force each other to fit your own tastes. This
relationship broadens your appreciation of different lifestyles and attitudes. They have a strong
sense of acceptance and belonging together.
The total matching as per the ancient Vedic is 17 out of a maximum of 36 and classifies this
match as an average but suitable match.
V) Practical and Luck dominated parameters of this match:
1. Soul matching - This is a dynamic, energetic relationship you can accomplish a great deal
together. However, the aggressiveness of this relationship is prone to foster anger and hurt
feelings -so be careful not to incite hostility in each other. There is comparative aspect indicates
good energies are sense of comfort and at some level you will be able feel the soul matching
essence.
2. Mental matching - They encourage each other to be more individualistic and creative and allow
freedom of expression it really seems a very good match. When the two of them get together,
they make a lot of noise, and there is lots of excitement. There is a strong element of
unpredictability and spontaneity as well and they enjoy improvising new ideas together.
3. Ego and physical attraction: physical attraction is there Ego problem is visible but quite
manageable so you can really make efforts in difficult phases.
4. Love and affection - This aspect is looking very good in compatibility; they tend to build up each
other's confidence with the help of love and affection. This relationship will always tend to be
honest and aboveboard that will add harmony in family.
5. Intellectual compatibility – This is an aspect of intellectual compatibility. They work well together
putting ideas into action. Both of them enjoy games of mental challenge and competition. They
stimulate each other's enthusiasm and resourcefulness.
6. Wisdom and Spirituality –
There is a mature, stable, responsible tone to their relationship.
They will find that their tastes, priorities, and sense of what is really important in life become very
compatible. They have enough support of energies to understand each other’s view and that will
defiantly help both of them to grow Spirituality together
7. Exchange of vitality and support to each other – Very positive. They both have really
compatible match and that adds more positive energies in this aspect.
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Based on the above we find the match is acceptable and the relationship is good enough for a friendship,
love as well as marriage with each other.
BEST WISHES,
SUNDEEP KATARIA
ASTROCONSULTANT

Please Note: All Predictions And Opinion Provided Are Based On The Birth Data Provided By The
Querist. Any Discrepancy Or Doubt About The Birth Details Can Render The Entire Opinion Unreliable.
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